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In this work we present an explainable system for emotion attribution and recommendation (called 
DEGARI (Dynamic Emotion Generator And ReclassIfier) relying on a recently introduced  probabi-
listic commonsense reasoning framework (i.e. the TCL logic, see Lieto & Pozzato 2020) which is 
based on a human-like procedure for the automatic generation of novel concepts in a Description 
Logics knowledge base (see also Lieto et al. 2019, Chiodino et al. 2020 for other applications). In 
particular, in order to model human-like forms of concept combinations, the TCL logic combines a 
probabilistic description logics of typicality with the HEAD-MODIFIER heuristics coming from cogni-
tive semantics. 
In the context of our application of such framework, our system exploits the logic TCL to automati-
cally generate novel commonsense semantic representations of compound emotions (e.g. Love as 
derived from the combination of Joy and Trust according to Plutchik’s theory of emotions, see Plut-
chik 2001). The generated emotions corresponds to prototypes, i.e. commonsense representations 
of given concepts, and have been used to reclassify emotion-related contents in a variety of artistic 
domains. We have tested our system in the context of the H2020 EU project SPICE for providing 
artistic recommendations of museum items in the Galleria di Arte Moderna (GAM) of Turin. The 
obtained results (reported in Lieto et al, 2021 and Lieto at al., to appear) show promising results for 
what concerns both the acceptance of the provided affective recommendation and the explainabili-
ty associated to each suggestion made by the users. Here we discuss, the open problems and the 
lessons learned.
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